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Abstract. It is a well known fact that only formal methods can provide
a proof that a given system meets its requirements. For critical sys-
tems (e.g. nuclear reactors, aircraft), the use of these methods becomes
mandatory. Electronic voting is also one of these critical systems since
the stakes are important: democracy. In this context, we propose in this
paper, the use of the ADM logic in order to specify security properties
(fairness, eligibility, individual verifiability and universal verifiability) of
electronic voting protocols. These properties are first specified in a gen-
eral form, and then adapted to the FOO protocol as a case study. Our
goal is to verify these properties against a trace-based model. The choice
of the ADM logic is motivated by the fact that it offers several features
that are useful for trace analysis. Moreover, the logic is endowed with a
tableau-based proof system that leads to a local model checking which
enables an efficient implementation.

1 Introduction

The multiple benefits of e-voting (electronic voting) push many governments to
change their traditional methods and to move toward the e-democracy. In fact,
electronic voting allows, amongst others, to reduce the cost of the vote, to get
the results faster and more accurately, to improve the accessibility and to reduce
the risk of human errors. Over the last years, several e-voting systems have been
proposed and studied. In particular, there is a strong interest in Internet voting
systems since they make the vote more convenient and there is a hope that they
could increase the participation rate. Like e-commerce, Internet voting is based
on cryptographic protocols, however it must meet several and complicated secu-
rity properties (fairness, eligibility, anonymity, receipt-freeness, individual and
universal verifiability) making them more challenging than electronic commerce
applications. Some of these properties can even seem contradictory at first sight.
For example, the voter must be able to verify that his vote was really counted
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(individual verifiability), and at the same time cannot prove to a third party
(coercer) that he voted as agreed (receipt-freeness).

In the literature, we distinguishes two schemes of voting protocols: those based
on blind signatures [1,2,3], and those based on homomorphic encryption [4,5].
These techniques attempt in two different ways to reach the properties of elec-
tronic voting protocols. However, the complexity of these properties makes it
difficult to prove that an e-voting protocol respects even a part of them.

The main intent of this work is to show how to use ADM logic [6], special
variant of the μ-calculus modal logic [7], in order to specify four properties of
e-voting protocols: fairness, eligibility, individual and universal verifiability. Our
specification is dedicated to voting protocols based on blind signatures. First, the
properties will be specified in a general form, and then they will be adapted to
the FOO protocol [1] as a case study. Our intention is to verify these properties
against a trace-based model. More precisely, we want to check the satisfaction
relation t |= φ, where t is a finite trace representing a valid execution of the
analyzed protocol, and φ an ADM formula characterizing a property of the
protocol in question.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses related
work. Section 3 gives an informal description of the FOO protocol. Section 4 in-
troduces some notations used to specify a protocol and presents the model of
the FOO protocol. Section 5 presents the ADM logic. Section 6 gives the spec-
ification of electronic voting properties in the ADM logic. Section 7 introduces
the tableau-based proof system of ADM, and gives a concrete example showing
how it can be used to check properties against the FOO model. Finally, some
concluding remarks on this work and future research are ultimately sketched as
a conclusion in Section 8.

2 Related Work

The literature is rich in works dealing with formal verification of security pro-
tocols. However, there are only few formal works [8,9,10,11,12,13,14] related to
electronic voting protocols. This is mainly due to their lack of maturity com-
pared to other ones such as key distribution or authentication protocols, and to
the complexity of the involved techniques. Indeed, they involve advanced crypto-
graphic primitives (e.g. bit commitment, blind signature), and rely on complex
channels (e.g. anonymous, private).

Process algebra and model-checking remain the main formal techniques used
for the verification of electronic voting protocols. In these approaches, the proto-
col is basically specified using the most suitable process algebra (e.g. ACP [15],
applied π-calculus [16]), and properties are specified using the most appropriate
logic (e.g. CTL [17], μ-calculus), or defined in terms of observational equivalence.
For instance, Kremer and Ryan propose in [10,13] to use the applied π-calculus
in order to verify four properties (eligibility, fairness, anonymity and receipt-
freeness) of electronic voting protocols. The analyzed protocol (FOO in [13]) is
specified first in the applied π-calculus, and the properties are then specified,
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generally, in terms of observational equivalence. The anonymity property, for
example, is stated as follows: the protocol FOO satisfies the anonymity property
if the process where two voters vote v1 and v2 (respectively), is observationally
equivalent to the process where the two voters swap their votes. In [14], Mauw
et al. use the ACP process algebra to specify the FOO protocol, and propose a
method to measure the anonymity property.

Knowledge-based logics have been also used in [8,11,12] to formally analyze
e-voting protocol. For instance, in [11] we can find a formalization of anonymity
property using an epistemic logic. This property is expressed, with regard to a
simplified version of the FOO protocol (specified as Kripke structure), using the
PDL logic [18]. This logic offers, among others, the possibility to write properties
allowing to reason about the knowledge of an agent a of the system (e.g. Alice)
with respect to a proposition p (e.g. “Bob voted Yes”).

In our work, we use a trace-based model to represent a protocol since traces
constitute the simplest and most natural execution model considered so far in
the literature. Also, many automatic trace generators are available in the litera-
ture, and they can be adapted for Internet voting protocols. Moreover, a security
flaw in a cryptographic protocol is usually illustrated by a trace that violates a
security property. We use the ADM logic to specify electronic voting properties,
as it offers several features that are useful for trace analysis (linearity, recursion,
temporal modalities). It was used in [6] to specify classical security properties
such as secrecy and authentication, but also to specify electronic commerce prop-
erties such as good atomicity and money atomicity. This last property aims to
ensure that the number of credit() actions in the trace is equal to the number
of debit() actions. This feature (counting actions), which is not possible with
other logics such as μ-calculus, is helpful to specify the universal verifiability
property for example. Indeed, in such a property one has to verify if the number
of occurrences of an action a (cast(v)) is equal to the number of occurrences of
an action b (publish(v)). In this paper, we focus on the specification of four elec-
tronic voting properties: fairness, eligibility, individual and universal properties.
Anonymity and receipt-freeness properties will be considered in a later paper.

3 FOO Protocol

We will take the FOO protocol proposed by Fujioka et al. in [1] as a case study,
in order to validate our specification on a concrete example, but also to com-
plete the formal analysis made by previous works [8,9,11,13,14], notably by the
specification of the universal verifiability property. We give here a brief informal
description of the protocol.

The protocol takes place in three phases: registering, voting and results
publishing. Principals involved in the protocol are: Voters Vi ∈ Lvoter, i ∈
{1 . . . n} (Lvoter represents the list of eligible voters), an administrator A, and a
collector C. The role of authority A in the protocol is to provide tokens (blind
signature) for legitimate voters. The role of collector C is to collect the votes
and to publish election results. Let (pka, ska) be the public/private key pair
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associated with A, and (pkvi, skvi) the public/private key pair associated with
the voter Vi. Let Lvote be the list of possible votes. For example, Lvote =
{yes, no} in the case of a referendum. The variable vi ∈ Lvote represents the
vote of Vi.

The FOO protocol starts by a registration phase. A voter Vi ∈ Lvoter

chooses his vote vi, computes the commitment {vi}ri using a random key ri.
Then, he blinds the obtained value using the key bi (generated randomly), and
finally digitally signs the blinded committed vote using his private key skvi, and
sends the signed message to the administrator A, together with his identity. A
checks if the voter Vi is an eligible voter (i.e. Vi ∈ Lvoter), has not registered
yet, and that the received signature is valid. If all these verifications succeed,
then A registers the voter Vi, “blindly” signs the blinded committed vote sent
by the voter using his secret key ska, and sends this signature to the voter Vi.
Vi then, verifies the signature of A, and if this test succeeds, “unblinds” the
signature received from A to obtain a committed vote digitally signed by A.
This signed message represents the token allowing the voter to cast his vote
during the second phase of the protocol (i.e. voting phase).

The voting phase starts after a fixed deadline (e.g. all voters have registered).
The signed committed vote obtained during the first phase is sent anonymously
to the collector C, which checks the validity of the signature. If this test succeeds,
C registers V ’s vote (i.e. ({vi}ri, {{vi}ri}ska)) as element elemi of the list of
registered votes.

The last phase of the protocol (Results Publishing) starts after a fixed
deadline (e.g. reception of all encrypted votes). The collector C publishes the
list of all encrypted votes (i.e. ({vi}ri, {{vi}ri}ska, elemi), i ∈ {1, . . . , p1}, p1 �
|Lvoter|). The voter Vi can verify that his vote is in the list published by C. If
it is the case, Vi sends anonymously the key r−1

i together with element elemi

identifying his vote. The Collector C decrypts the i-th element of the list of
encrypted votes, verifies the validity of Vi’s vote (vi ∈ Lvote), and registers the
vote of Vi (i.e. {vi}ri, {{vi}ri}ska, r−1

i , vi). At the end of this stage (i.e. after
a fixed deadline), collector C publishes the list of correctly opened votes (i.e.
({vi}ri, {{vi}ri}ska, r−1

i , vi), i = {1, . . . , p2}, p2 � |Lvoter|).
Based on the description given above, we give in the next section the model

of the FOO protocol.

4 Model

Our intention is to specify electronic voting properties, and then to check them
against a protocol model. In this section, we give some notations for protocol
specification and use them to model the FOO protocol.

4.1 Notations for Protocol Specification

An electronic voting protocol can be viewed as a particular example of crypto-
graphic protocols. They consist on communication steps (send and receive) and
computation steps (e.g. checking the signature of a message) allowing entities to
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exchange messages, through communication channels (e.g. public, anonymous),
in order to achieve a given goal (e.g. authentication, sharing a secret, voting). In
order to verify our properties, it is fundamental to have a simple representation
of protocols that captures all the information needed to perform their analysis.
This representation comprises the format of exchanged messages, the structure of
external and internal actions, and the representation of communication channels.
In this paper, we will use notations proposed in [6] where a protocol P is defined
as a finite sequence of statements of the form given by Table 1.

Table 1. Protocol Representation

0
BBBBBBBBB@

. . . . . .
i − act(p1, ..., pn)

. . . . . .
i − A � B : m
i − B � A : m

. . . . . .
i − act(q1, ..., qm)

. . . . . .

1
CCCCCCCCCA

Table 2. Message Syntax

m ::= M | v | (m, m′) | {m}k | k

The statement given in Table 1 is the representation of the execution of a pro-
tocol P at a step i. More precisely, an execution step of a protocol is represented
as an execution of an external action (send or receive), optionally preceded and
followed by a set of internal actions. An internal action is a computation step. It
is represented in the form i-act(p1, ..., pn) to denote execution of the action act
over the set of parameters {p1, ..., pn}. An external action is a communication
step. It takes the form i-A � B : m (resp. i-A � B : m) to denote the fact that
A sends to (resp. receives from) B the massage m at step i. Format of messages
is given by the BNF-grammar given by Table 2. We use capital letter to denote
principals (e.g. Vi represents the voter i). v is a variable (e.g. vote). (m, m′)
is used to denote a composed message. Finally, {m}k represents an encrypted
message m with the key k. A key can be symmetric (k ∈ Sym Keys), private
(k ∈ Sec Keys), public (k ∈ Pub Keys) or a blinder key (k ∈ Bln Keys). Al-
though “blinding” is similar to symmetric key encryption, we introduce the set
Bln Keys in order to model some properties of blinded signed messages. Thus,
{m}k represents committed message as well as blinded messages and signed
messages. We assume that each signed message {m}sk is sent with message m.

Finally, in our specification, a channel is by default anonymous. Information
sent through anonymous channels can be intercepted by an intruder, but cannot
be traced back to the sender. This characteristic can be achieved by use of Mix
Nets introduced by Chaum in [19]. If the channel is non anonymous (public
channel), then we will add the identity of the sender to the message sent.

4.2 FOO Protocol Model

The adopted model is a trace-based model, where a trace is a sequence of actions
(external and internal actions) representing a valid execution of the protocol. A
trace is said valid if all the messages sent by the intruder can be derived from
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the intruder’s cumulated knowledge, and all the involved principals respect the
protocol. The set of traces T is defined as follows:j

ε ∈ T (empty trace)
If τ ∈ T and a is an action, then τ.a ∈ T (concatenation)

A protocol can be modelled as a subset of traces P of all possible traces T .
The set P is built up using the same formalism as that proposed by Paulson
in [20] where a trace t ∈ P , resulting from the execution of a given protocol,
is built up inductively through a set of inference rules ( premise

conclusion ). These rules
are interpreted as follows: if the conditions of the premise are fulfilled, then
the conclusion will be executed. Table 3 gives the set of rules related to the
FOO protocol. The rule init is relative to the initialisation of the protocol. This
means that we start first with an empty trace. Rules Vrequest token, Vcast vote and
Vsend key model the role of voters in the protocol. For example, the rule Vcast vote

means that if the trace contains the reception of blinded signed message from the
authority A, if this signature is valid (i.e. the side condition Asign holds), and
if the voter V respects the deadlines, then the trace can be extended with the
sending of the vote of V to collector C. Rules Aregister voter and Aprovide token

model the role of authority A in the protocol. Similarly, rules Csave encrypted vote,
Cpublish encrypted vote, Csave vote, and Cpublish vote model the role of collector C
in the protocol. We distinguish three deadlines in the FOO protocol. These
deadlines are modelled by rules Deadlinei (i = 0, 1, 2) which mean that if we
reach a certain time limit denoted by Ti (i = 0, 1, 2), then the trace can be
extended with the internal action (j-Deadline(Ti)). Deadline at T0 marks the
end of the registration phase. Deadline at T1 marks the end of the voting phase.
Finally, deadline at T2 marks the end of opening ballots phase. A special care
must be taken when modelling “deadlines”. For instance, in rule Deadline0,
before extending the trace with (3-Deadline(T0)), we have to ensure first that
rule Aprovide token cannot be executed. This captures the fact that authority A
must provide a token (i.e. blind signature) for all voters that have registered
before the deadline at T0. The rule Receive states that a principal can get a
message only if it has been previously sent to her. The rule Broadcast models
message broadcasting to all voters (i.e. the receiver ‘*’ represents the set of all
voters: Lvoter(P )). Finally, the rule Intruder models the capacity of the intruder
to send a message built up from its cumulated knowledge.

When modelling cryptographic protocols we assume the presence of an in-
truder that can overhear messages, intercept messages, replay messages and
generate new messages using his cumulated knowledge. Deriving new messages
is captured by the Dolev-Yao model [21] which defines some basic rules such as
compose, decompose, decrypt and encrypt. For instance, the rule encrypt states
that if m (message) and k (key) are known to intruder, then he can deduce {m}k.
In e-voting protocols based on blind signature, we have to add an additional rule
allowing to extract a signed message from a blinded signed message:

unblind sig
b−1 ∈ M⇓ {{m}b}sk ∈ M⇓

{m}sk
b ∈ Bln Keys sk ∈ Sec Keys

With M⇓: Set of messages known to the intruder.
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Table 3. FOO Protocol Model

Init
ε ∈ P

Vrequest token
t ∈ P (3 − Deadline(T0)) �∈ t̄

t.(1 − V � A : ((V, {{v}r}b), {{{v}r}b}skv)) ∈ P

Aregister voter

8<
:

t ∈ P (1 − Save(V )) �∈ t̄
(1 − A � V : ((V, {{v}r}b), {{{v}r}b}skv)) ∈ t̄
(3 − Deadline(T0)) �∈ t̄

t.(1 − Save(V )) ∈ P V ∈ Lvoter(P ) Vsign

Aprovide token
t ∈ P (1 − Save(V )) ∈ t̄ (2 − A � V : ((A, {{v}r}b), {{{v}r}b}ska)) �∈ t̄

t.(2 − A � V : ((A, {{v}r}b), {{{v}r}b}ska)) ∈ P

Deadline0
t ∈ P Āprovide token(t) (3 − Deadline(T0)) �∈ t̄

t.(3 − Deadline(T0)) ∈ P

Vcast vote

j
t ∈ P (2 − V � A : ((A, {{v}r}b), {{{v}r}b}ska)) ∈ t̄
(3 − Deadline(T0)) ∈ t̄ (4 − Deadline(T1)) �∈ t̄

t.(3 − V � C : {v}r, {{v}r}ska) ∈ P Asign

Csave encrypted vote

j
t ∈ P (3 − C � V : ({v}r, {{v}r}ska)) ∈ t̄ (3 − Deadline(T0)) ∈ t̄
(3 − Save({v}r, {{v}r}ska, elem)) �∈ t̄ (4 − Deadline(T1)) �∈ t̄

t.(3 − Save({v}r, {{v}r}ska, elem)) ∈ P Asign

Deadline1
t ∈ P (3 − Deadline(T0)) ∈ t̄ (4 − Deadline(T1)) �∈ t̄

t.(4 − Deadline(T1)) ∈ P

Cpublish encrypted vote

j
t ∈ P (3 − Save({v}r, {{v}r}ska, elem)) ∈ t̄
(4 − Deadline(T1)) ∈ t̄ (4 − C � ∗ : (((C, {v}r), {{v}r}ska), elem)) �∈ t̄

t.(4 − C � ∗ : (((C, {v}r), {{v}r}ska), elem)) ∈ P

Vsend key

j
t ∈ P (3 − V � C : ({v}r, {{v}r}ska)) ∈ t̄ (4 − Deadline(T1)) ∈ t̄
(4 − V � C : (((C, {v}r), {{v}r}ska), elem)) ∈ t̄ (6 − Deadline(T2)) �∈ t̄

t.(5 − V � C : (r−1
, elem)) ∈ P

Csave vote

8>><
>>:

t ∈ P (3 − Save({v}r, {{v}r}ska, elem)) ∈ t̄

(4 − Deadline(T1)) ∈ t̄ (5 − C � V : (r−1, elem)) ∈ t̄

(5 − Save({v}r, {{v}r}ska, r−1, v)) �∈ t̄
(6 − Deadline(T2)) �∈ t̄

t.(5 − Save({v}r, {{v}r}ska, r
−1

, v)) ∈ P
v ∈ Lvote(P )

Deadline2

j
t ∈ P (4 − Deadline(T1)) ∈ t̄ (6 − Deadline(T2)) �∈ t̄
C̄publish encrypted vote(t)

t.(6 − Deadline(T2)) ∈ P

Cpublish vote

8><
>:

t ∈ P (5 − Save({v}r, {{v}r}ska, r
−1

, v)) ∈ t̄

(6 − C � ∗ : ((((C, {v}r), {{v}r}ska), r−1), v)) �∈ t̄
(6 − Deadline(T2)) ∈ t̄

t.(6 − C � ∗ : ((((C, {v}r), {{v}r}ska), r
−1), v)) ∈ P

Receive
t ∈ P (i − X � Y : m) ∈ t̄

t.(i − Y � X : m) ∈ P

Broadcast
t ∈ P (i − X � ∗ : m) ∈ t̄

t.(i − V1 � X : m) . . . (i − Vn � X : m) ∈ P

Intruder
t ∈ P m ∈ Message(t)⇓

t.(i − Y � X : m) ∈ P

Message(t): Set of messages in the trace t
Message(t)⇓ : Set of messages deduced by the intruder from trace t

t̄: Set of components in the trace t
R̄(t): Conditions of the premise of rule R are not fulfilled in the trace t

In Table 4, we give an example of a valid trace built up inductively us-
ing the rules given in Table 3. This trace is obtained by applying successively
the rules Init, Vrequest token, Receive, Aregister voter, Aprovode token, Receive,
Deadline0, Intruder, . . .. We will show in Section 6.4 that this trace, which re-
spects the specification of the protocol, actually violates the universal verifiability
property.
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Table 4. Trace Violating the Universal Verifiability Property

t =

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

1-V � A : ((V, {{v}r}b), {{{v}r}b}skv)
1-A � V : ((V, {{v}r}b), {{{v}r}b}skv)
1-Save(V )
2-A � V : ((A, {{v}r}b), {{{v}r}b}ska)
2-V � A : ((A, {{v}r}b), {{{v}r}b}ska)
3-Deadline(T0)
3-C � V : ({va}ra , {{va}ra}ska)
3-Save({va}ra , {{va}ra}ska, elema)
4-Deadline(T1)
4-C � ∗ : (((C, {va}ra ), {{va}ra}ska), elema)
5-C � V : (r−1

a , elema)

5-Save({va}ra , {{va}ra}ska, r−1
a , va)

6-Deadline(T2)

6-C � ∗ : ((((C, {va}ra ), {{va}ra}ska), r−1
a ), va)

5 ADM Logic

The ADM logic can be viewed as a special variant of μ-calculus. Although it has
initially been designed for the specification of electronic commerce properties, it
is also very appropriate for the electronic voting issue. The logic includes modal-
ities such as “necessity”, “possibility”, “before”, “after”. Moreover, it allows to
consume resources (linearity) and to specify recursive formulae. The syntax of
the ADM logic is based on patterns. A pattern is an abstraction of a trace,
where some actions are replaced by variables. The syntax of a pattern is defined
by the BNF-grammar given in Table 5. According to this syntax, a pattern is
a sequence of actions and pattern variables. ε stands for empty pattern, x is a
pattern variable and a is an action, which itself may contain variables. For ex-
ample, in pattern p = x1.(xs −Xv � A : xm).x2, we identify action variables (x1

and x2), a step variable (xs), a principal variable (Xv), and a message variable
(xm).

The syntax of the logic is defined by the BNF-grammar given in Table 6.
The symbols ¬ and ∧ represent, respectively, negation and conjunction. X is a
formula variable. νX.φ is a recursive formula. The greatest fixed point operator
ν binds all free occurrences of X in φ. There is a syntactic restriction on the
body of νX.φ which stipulates that any occurrence of X in φ must occur under
the scope of an even number of negations. Finally, [p1 � p2] is a modal operator
indexed by the two patterns p1 and p2. It should be noted here, that the set
of pattern variables in p2 must be included in the set of pattern variables in p1

(no new variables appearing in p2). A trace t satisfies the formula [p1 � p2]φ,
if for all substitutions σ such that p1σ = t, the new trace t1 = p2σ satisfies the
remaining part of the formula (φ). In this respect, [p1 � p2]φ has two effects.
First, the part p1 allows us to verify if something has happened somewhere in the
trace t. Second, the part p2 allows us to modify the trace (delete some actions,
substitute some actions by others, add some actions) in such a way that the
remainder of the formula (φ) will be verified on the modified version of the trace
described by p2.

Notice that usual shortcuts such that ∨, →, ↔ can be used with their usual
meaning. Note also, that from the modal operator [−], we can derive the modal
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Table 5. Pattern Syntax

p ::= ε | x.p | a.p

Table 6. ADM Logic Syntax

φ ::= X | ¬φ | [p1 � p2]φ | φ1 ∧ φ2 | νX.φ

operator 〈−〉 (〈p1 � p2〉φ ≡ ¬[p1 � p2]¬φ). The formula 〈p1 � p2〉φ is inter-
preted as follows: verify if there exists at least one substitution σ that makes
equal the analyzed trace t to the pattern p1, and the rest of the formula (φ) has
to be satisfied in the new version of the trace defined by p2σ. Similarly, from
the greatest fixed point ν, we can derive the tautology formula tt (tt ≡ νX.X)
and the least fixed point μ (μX.φ ≡ ¬νX.¬φ[¬X/X ]). φ[Γ/X ] represents the
simultaneous replacement of all free occurrences of X in φ by Γ .

Examples of formulae given in [6] allow to better understand the ADM logic
constructs.

6 Properties Specification

In this section, we will use the ADM logic to specify four electronic voting prop-
erties. This specification is relative to blind signature schemes [1,2,3]. Protocols
based on such schemes proceed in several steps. In a first phase, the voter con-
tacts the authority managing the election in order to obtain a signature on a
message which is generated beforehand by the voter. This signature affixed by
the authority constitutes the token which will allow the voter to cast his vote.
Hence, only legitimate voters (those which have obtained a token) can vote.

Before specifying properties, we give in Table 7 rewriting rules allowing to
simplify the specification of our properties. The idea behind these rules is to pre-
process the trace in order to reason on decrypted and atomic messages. Rules of
Table 7 allow us to derive from the trace t its normal form t↓. For example, the
normal form t↓1 , which is obtained by applying repetitively rule R1, is the trace
where all composed messages (xm1 , xm2) in t are decomposed into xm1 and xm2

messages. Transformations made by rules R2 and R3, capture the fact that if the
trace contains the message {xm}xk

followed/preceded by a message x−1
k , then

the message {xm}xk
will be replaced by xm. The only one difference between R2

and R3 is the order of messages {xm}xk
and x−1

k in the trace. Hence, the normal
form t↓123 is the trace where all composed messages (xm1 , xm2) are decomposed
into xm1 and xm2 messages, and all encrypted messages {xm}xk

are replaced by
xm messages, if the corresponding key x−1

k appear in the trace. Note that the
rewriting system is convergent, and hence the resulting normal form is unique.

For a better readability of properties, constant terms will be written in bold-
face. This will allow to avoid confusion between pattern variables and constants
in formulae. Now we are ready to specify our properties. They are firstly formu-
lated generally, then applied in the particular case of the FOO protocol.

6.1 Fairness

This property implies that the protocol should not allow the disclosure of partial
results. Such results can influence the vote of the voters not having voted yet.
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Table 7. Decomposition and Decryption Rewriting Rules

R1 : x.(xi-Xs � Xr : (xm1 , xm2 )).y →
x.(xi-Xs � Xr : xm1).(xi-Xs � Xr : xm2).y

R2 : x.(xi1 -Xs1 � Xr1 : {xm}xk
).y.(xi2 -Xs2 � Xr2 : x−1

k ).z →
x.(xi1 -Xs1 � Xr1 : xm).y.(xi2 -Xs2 � Xr2 : x−1

k ).z

R3 : x.(xi1 -Xs1 � Xr1 : x−1
k ).y.(xi2 -Xs2 � Xr2 : {xm}xk

).z →
x.(xi1 -Xs1 � Xr1 : x−1

k ).y.(xi2 -Xs2 � Xr2 : xm).z

The specification of this property is given by the formula FP (Lvote, T ) which
means that if a vote v ∈ Lvote can be deduced by an observer, then this deduction
occurs after a special event denoted d(T ), and if we remove one occurrence of v,
then the remaining trace must still satisfy the whole formula. Intuitively, a vote
v can be deduced, if it appears in the normal form of the trace given by t↓123 (i.e.
decomposition and decryption of messages in t). Hence, the trace t (i.e. trace to
be analyzed) satisfies the fairness property if the formula FP is satisfied by the
trace t↓123 .

FP (Lvote, T ) ≡ νX.(
V

v∈Lvote
(〈x.(xi-Xs � Xr : v).y � ε〉tt →

〈x.d(T ).y.(xi-Xs � Xr : v).z � x.d(T ).y.z〉X))

The fairness property corresponding to the FOO protocol is obtained by re-
placing d(T ) with the internal action (4-Deadline(T1)), since it represents the
beginning of the opening ballots phase.

6.2 Eligibility

This property means that only eligible voters can vote, and any legitimate voter
can vote only once during an election. We express this property in terms of a
subset of formulae.

The first of these formulae expresses the fact that the voting protocol must
allow each legitimate voter to vote. This property is usually referred to as democ-
racy. In the ADM logic, this property can be expressed according to the formula
given hereafter:

DP (Lvoter , A, k, T ) ≡
V

V ∈Lvoter
(〈x.a.actp � ε〉 → 〈x.a.y.b.z.d(T).w � ε〉tt)

With

8<
:

a = request(V , A, xm)
b = token(A, V , xm, k)
actp = z1.(xi-act1(V , xm)).z2 . . . zp.(xi-actp(V , xm)).zp+1)

This property means that if the trace contains an action request(V, A, xm) (re-
quest for signature, on message xm, from a voter V ∈ Lvoter to an authority A),
and if certain conditions (denoted as internal actions acti(V, xm), i ∈ {1 . . . p})
hold on the pair (V, xm) (e.g. valid signature), then the trace must contain an
action token(A, V, xm, k) (representing the sending of the message {xm}k from
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A to V ). This action must occur before the deadline at T . Message {xm}k

represents the message xm, blindly signed with the key k. More precisely, {xm}k

represents the token allowing the voter to cast his vote later in the next phase
of the protocol.

The democracy property corresponding to the FOO protocol is obtained by
the following substitutions:

With

8>><
>>:

a = (1-V � A : {{xv}xr}xb
)

b = (2-A � V : {{{xv}xr}xb
}ska)

d(T ) = (4-Deadline(T1))
actp = z1.(1-Save(V )).z2

Action a represents the request for signature. Action b represents the token
sent by A. This action must occur before the deadline at T1 (i.e. action d(T )).
This means that A must provide a token for each legitimate voter before the
ending of the voting phase. Finally, 1-Save(V ) represents the only condition to
obtain a token. Indeed, in our modelling, actions that are specific to the validity
of signatures are not reported in the trace. The same goes for the legitimacy
of the voters. However, for the sake of convenience, we grouped these actions
together, and represented them with only one action (Save(V )), obtained by the
rule Aregister voter. A trace t satisfies the democracy property, if DP is satisfied
by the normal form of the trace given by t↓1 (i.e. decomposition of messages in
the trace t).

The eligibility property implies also that only legitimate voters can vote, and
thus only eligible voters are allowed to gain a token. This property can be for-
malized in a similar way to the previously specified property (by the opposite
reasoning):

KP (A, k) ≡ νX.((〈x.b.y � ε〉tt → 〈x.a.actp.b.y � x.actp−.y〉X)

With

8>><
>>:

a = request(Xv , A, xm)
b = token(A, Xv , xm, k)
actp = z1.(xi-act1(Xv , xm)).z2 . . . zp.(xi-actp(Xv , xm)).zp+1)

actp− = z1.z2 . . . zp.zp+1

This property is interpreted in the following way: if the trace contains a token
sent by an authority A (action b), then the trace must contain a request for
this token (action a), coming from a legitimate voter (actions acti(Xv, m), i ∈
{1 . . . p} appear in the trace), and if we remove one occurrence of these actions
(a, b and acti(Xv, m), i ∈ {1 . . . p}), then the trace must still satisfy the formula.

Finally, the eligibility property implies that a legitimate voter can vote only
once. In the case of a blind signature scheme, a voter can vote several times
in two manner: by replaying his vote, or by obtaining several tokens from the
administrator. Generally, this can be checked by the formula given hereafter,
and which expresses the fact that an action a ∈ {a1, ..., an} does not appear
more than once in the trace.

IP ({a1, ..., an}) ≡ ¬(
W

a∈{a1,...,an}(〈x.a.y.a.z � ε〉tt))
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The version of the formula IP corresponding to the FOO protocol is given
hereafter:

¬(〈x.a.y.a.z � ε〉tt ∨ 〈x.b.y.b′.z � ε〉tt)

With

8<
:

a = (xi-C � ∗ : {xv}xr )
b = (2-A � Xv : {{xv}xr}xb
b′ = (2-A � Xv : {{xv}x′

r
}x′

b

Action a represents the publication of encrypted votes. Thus, the first part of
the formula expresses the ability of the protocol to reject double votes. Actions
b and b′ are sending operations in which the authority A sends a token to the
same voter. Thus, the second part of the formula expresses the fact that each
legitimate voter is authorized to obtain only one token. A given trace t of the
FOO protocol satisfies the property IP , if this formula is satisfied by the normal
form of the trace given by t↓1 .

The eligibility property is given by the conjunction of the three properties
given above:

EP ≡ DP ∧ KP ∧ IP

6.3 Individual Verifiability

This property implies that the protocol allows the voter to verify that his vote
was really counted. We formalize this property in the following way: if the trace
t contains an action cast(V, v, k1, ..., km) (vote of the voter V ∈ Lvoter encrypted
with a set of keys {k1, ...km}), and if this vote is accepted by an authority C (valid
vote, valid signature, . . . represented as internal actions acti(), i ∈ {1 . . . p}),
then the trace must contain an action publish(C, v, k1, ..., km) executed by the
authority C. We specify this property (formula VIP (Lvoter, C)) in the same
manner as the democracy property defined previously. Actually, the individual
verifiability property supplements, in a certain sens, the democracy property.

VIP (Lvoter , C) ≡
V

V ∈Lvoter
(〈x.a.actp � ε〉tt → 〈x.a.y.b.z � ε〉tt)

With

8<
:

a = cast(V , xv, xk1 , ..., xkm )
b = publish(C, xv, xk1 , ..., xkm )
actp = z1.(xi-act1()).z2 . . . zp.(xi-actp()).zp+1)

The individual verifiability property corresponding to the FOO protocol is
given hereafter:

VIP (Lvoter , C) ≡
V

V ∈Lvoter
(〈x.a1.actp1.a2.actp2 � ε〉tt → 〈x.a1.y.a2.z.b.w � ε〉tt)

With

8>>>><
>>>>:

a1 = (3-V � C : ({xv}xr , {{xv}xr}ska))
a2 = (5-V � C : (x−1

r , xelem))

b = (6-C � ∗ : ((((C, {xv}xr ), {{xv}xr}ska), x−1
r , xv)))

actp1 = y1.(3-Save({xv}xr , {{xv}xr}ska, xelem).y2

actp2 = y3.(5-Save({xv}xr , {{xv}xr}ska, x−1
r , xv)).y4
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In the FOO voting scheme, action cast() is realized in two steps: action a1

represents the first step (V sends his vote encrypted with r) and action a2

represents the second step (V sends the key r allowing to open his ballot).
Internal actions in pattern variables actp1 and actp2 must also occur in the
trace. They denote, that V ’s vote is valid. If all these conditions are satisfied,
then the trace must contain an action publish() (action b) which corresponds to
the publication of V ’s vote.

6.4 Universal Verifiability

The Universal verifiability is a property which guarantees that any voter can be
convinced of the validity of the published votes. This property can be formalized
in a similar way to the previously specified property (by the opposite reasoning).
Thus, for each published vote, the trace must contain a vote submitted by an
eligible voter. The formula given hereafter represents the specification of the
universal verifiability property in the ADM logic:

VUP (Lvoter , C) ≡ νX.((〈x.b.y � ε〉tt →
W

V ∈Lvoter
(〈x.a.y.b.z � x.y.z〉)X))

With

j
a = cast(V , xv , xk1 , ..., xkm )
b = publish(C, xv , xk1 , ..., xkm )

This property is interpreted in the following way: if the trace contains an
action publish() executed by an authority C, then the trace must contain an
action cast() executed by a voter V , and if we remove one occurrence of these
actions, then the remaining trace must still satisfy the formula.

The universal verifiability property corresponding to the FOO protocol is
given hereafter:

VUP (Lvoter , C) ≡ νX.((〈x.b.y � ε〉tt →
W

V ∈Lvoter
(〈x.a1.y.a2.z.b.w � x.y.z.w〉)X))

Actions a1, a2 and b in VUP are those defined previously in the individual
verifiability property.

Note that the FOO protocol does not satisfy the universal verifiability prop-
erty. Indeed, if the voter V abstains from voting after registering, then the au-
thority A can add its own vote instead of V ’s vote. The trace t corresponding to
this scenario is given by Table 4. In this case, it is clear that the trace t does not
satisfy the universal verifiability property. Indeed, t contains a published vote
({va}ra , {{va}ra}ska, r−1

a , va) which does not correspond to any vote submitted
by an eligible voter V (the trace t does not contain the participation of a voter
V having voted ({va}ra , {{va}ra}ska) during the voting phase).

7 Formal Verification of Properties

In this section we describe briefly the tableau-based proof system, and show,
through a concrete example, how we can use it to verify if a trace of the FOO
protocol satisfies or not a given formula.
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Table 8. Tableau-Based Proof System

R¬ H, b, e, σ � t ∈ ¬φ
H, ¬b, e, σ � t ∈ φ

R∧ H, b, e, σ � t ∈ (φ1 ∧ φ2)
H, b1, e, σ � t ∈ φ1 H, b2, e, σ � t ∈ φ2

b1 × b2 = b

Rν
H, b, e, σ � t ∈ νX.φ

H[X 	→ H(X) ∪ t], b, e, σ � t ∈ φ[νX.φ/X] t �∈ H(X)

R[]
H, b, e, σ � t ∈ [p1 � p2]φ

H, b1, e, σ1 ◦ σ � p2σσ1 ∈ φ ... H, bn, e, σn ◦ σ � p2σσn ∈ φ
C

With C =

0
@ {σ1, ..., σn} = {σ

′|p1σσ
′ = t} �= ∅

and
b1 × . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ×bn = b, n > 0

1
A

0
@ ε × ε = ε

ε × ¬ = ¬
¬ × ¬ = ¬

1
A

Table 9. Successful Leafs and Unsuccessful Leafs

Successful Leaf Unsuccessful Leaf
θ = (H, ε, e, σ � t ∈ X) and t ∈ e(X) θ = (H, ε, e, σ � t ∈ X) and t �∈ e(X)
θ = (H, ¬, e, σ � t ∈ X and t �∈ e(X) θ = (H, ¬, e, σ � t ∈ X and t ∈ e(X)

θ = (H, ε, e, σ � t ∈ νX.φ) and t ∈ H(X) θ = (H, ¬, e, σ � t ∈ νX.φ) and t ∈ H(X)
θ = (H, ε, e, σ � t ∈ [p1 � p2]φ) and θ = (H, ¬, e, σ � t ∈ [p1 � p2]φ) and

{σ′|p1σσ′ = t} = ∅ {σ′|p1σσ′ = t} = ∅

The ADM logic is endowed with a tableau-based proof system that has been
proved to be sound and complete in [6] with respect to the denotational se-
mantics. In fact, this tableau-based semantics leads to a local model checking.
Rules defined in Table 8 allows to capture in a deductive way whether a trace
t satisfies a formula φ or not. The proof rules operate on sequents of the form
H, b, e, σ 
 t ∈ φ. H is a mapping in [V → 2T ], where V is the set of variables
and T the set of traces. A special care should be devoted to the rules that handle
recursion. Mapping H is used to this end. The flag b is a variable in {ε,¬}. It
is used to remember if we are dealing with the formula φ or the formula ¬φ.
Environment e is a mapping in [V → 2T ]. It is used to give a semantic to the
formula X and to deal with recursive formulae. Finally, σ is a substitution, t a
trace, and φ a formula.

A sequent θ has a successful tableau if there exists a finite tableau having θ
as a root and all its leaves are successful. A leaf θ is successful when it meets one
of the conditions given in the first column of Table 9. It is unsuccessful when it
meets one of the conditions given in the second column.

Rules of Table 8 are interpreted as follows:

– R¬: verifying if a trace t satisfies or not a formula ¬φ, amounts to verify if
t satisfies or not the formula φ and then to decide for the formula ¬φ. Flag
b is used to this end.

– R∧: proving that the sequent H, b, e, σ 
 t ∈ (φ1 ∧ φ2) has a successful tab-
leau, amounts to verify that the sequent H, b1, e, σ 
 t ∈ φ1 and the sequent
H, b2, e, σ 
 t ∈ φ2 have successful tableaux for some b1 and b2 such that
b = b1 × b2.

– Rν : proving that the sequent H, b, e, σ 
 t ∈ νX.φ has a successful tableau,
amounts to prove that the sequent H [X �→ H(X) ∪ t], b, e, σ 
 t ∈ φ[νX.φ/X ]
has a successful tableau. Moreover, the condition t ∈ H(X) must hold.
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– R[]: this rule means that if {σ1 . . . σn} = {σ′|p1σσ′ = t} and for all i ∈
{1 . . . n}, p2σσi satisfies φ, then we deduce that t satisfies φ.

Now, suppose that we want to verify if the trace t of the protocol FOO given
in Table 4 is satisfied or not by the formula φ given hereafter:

φ ≡ ¬(〈x.b.y.b′.z � ε〉tt)

With

(
b = (2-A � Xv : ((A, {{xv}xr}xb

), {{{xv}xr}xb
}ska))

b′ = (2-A � Xv : ((A, {{xv}x′
r
}x′

b
), {{{xv}x′

r
}x′

b
}ska))

Actions b and b′ are sending operations in which the authority A sends a
token to the same voter. Thus, the formula φ expresses the fact that each legit-
imate voter is authorized to obtain only one token. Note that, φ is a subpart
of the formula IP specified in the previous section (subformula of the eligibility
property), and presented here in a slightly different way.

To prove that the trace t satisfies the formula φ, we have to transform first φ
according to the standard abbreviations of formulae. Thus, we have:

¬(〈x.b.y.b′.z � ε〉tt) ≡ [x.b.y.b′.z � ε]¬νX.X

Now, proving that the formula φ is satisfied by the trace t, amounts to show
that the sequent ∅, ε, ∅, ∅ 
 t ∈ [x.b.y.b′.z � ε]¬νX.X leads to a successful leaf.
This is proved directly, given that the following condition is satisfied:

θ = (H, ε, e, σ  t ∈ [p1 � p2]φ) and {σ′|p1σσ′ = t} = ∅.

Indeed, there is no substitutions σ such that (x.b.y.b′.z)σ = t. We conclude
that the particular trace t satisfies the formula φ.

An implementation of the tableau-based proof system would allow to check
automatically the satisfaction relation t |= φ for every trace t of the FOO proto-
col. If we find that a trace of the FOO protocol does not satisfy a given property
then we can conclude that the FOO protocol does not guarantee this property
(it is the case for the universal verifiability property).

8 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we have shown that the ADM logic constitutes a promising can-
didate for the specification of electronic voting properties. Indeed, thanks to
the ADM logic modalities, we have specified four electronic voting properties
(fairness, eligibility, individual and universal verifiability), and applied them to
the FOO protocol. Moreover, from our analysis of the FOO protocol, we have
formally proved in Section 6.4 that this protocol does not satisfy the universal
verifiability property.

As future work, we plan to investigate the specification of anonymity and
receipt-freeness properties, and to give a more complete analysis of the FOO
protocol. This can be done by implementing the rules of the tableau-bases proof
system in order to check automatically the specified properties against specific
traces (generated by privileging some specific scenarios from the model associ-
ated with the FOO protocol).
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